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INVOLUNTARY ATTENTION TO VISION

IN BIMODAL REACTION TASKS

By

TAmHASHI RIKA (高橋利佳)1 a血MARUYAMA KINYA (丸山欣哉)1

(‰hoku L励ersiの

The e部cts of a鵬ntion on he bimodd reaction tasks were examined. Eighteen subjects were

presented a sehes of sthJi consistlng Of a light･ tone℡ and light-plus-tone 読 rmdom sdmJus onset

asynchonies. Hdf or hc s叫ects responded to he light and i糾Ored he tone, and -oher half

responded to Ale tone md ignored the light･ Mean reaction time (FiT) to d･e tone was foLmd to be

slower thm to Ale light. even though in general RT to the tone presented alone is faster dlan tO le tight

prescnted alone. This result shows that, even when Ale Subjects attend to auditory stimulus･ visual

informtion process.ng occus -a suppresses auditory into-ation processmg･

Key words‥血ersensoIY process, bimodal reaction time, a舵ntioll･

In multimodal event detection, visual input tends to he processed in preference to auditory

one (colavita, 1974; Egeth a Sager. 1979; Posher, Nissen, a Klein, 1976', Shapiro, Egeman,

a Klein, 1984･, Hohnsbein, Falkenstein, Hoo-ann, a Blanke, 1991 ; Takahashi a Maruyama･

1992).

colavita (1974) found that when visual and auditory signals are presented simultaneously

in me light and tone choice reaction task, subjects generdly respond to he visud input and

were open unaware dlat an auditory slgnal has occurred･ In his study･ the loudness of the

tone was equated subjectively to me light intenslty, -d he number of tone presentation were

me same as me light･ This phenomenon is called visud dominance in stimJus detection

(posher, Nissen, a Klein, 1976･, Posher a Rogers, 1978) ･

This visud dominance is robust several dterations of stimJus conditions as well as he

motor reactions. It holds even when the auditory stimulus has a subjective intens･ty twice

(colavita, 1974) or ha∬ (Egem 皮 Sager, 1977)hat of me visual stimJus, when pehpherd

vision is employed (Colavita, Tomko, & Weisberg, 1976), when subjects虹e required to

respond to me stimJus temination instead of stim山s onset (Colavita & Weisberg, 1979) and

when simple raher hn choice reaction task is used (Tak血ashi 皮 M紬uy-a･ 1992) ･

on the other hand, the magnitude of the visual dominance effect is sensitive to the relative

presentation ratio of me light, tone and light plus tone･血e insmctions to a請end to a speci鯖c

moddity (Egeh & Sager, 1977) , and me extent to which subjects must divide heir a筒ention

between objects in space(Colavita, 1982) ･
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Judging仕om the above言t is supposed that attention rather than sensory aHair is involved

in me visud domin-ce as to me reaction task･ Two anention meohes have been proposed to

explah he resJts of experiments using me bimodd reaction tasks. Egeh and Sager(1977)

demons仕種ted mat me visual dominance was i軸uenced by he instmction and he relative

presentation rado of stim山and su鵠eSted mat attention is imponant to me visud dominance.

We wⅢ use the te- uoluntaly attention to refer attention in Egeth et al･ In contrast to dlis,

Posher, Klein, and Nissen(1976) demonstrated dlat Vision was inherently less alerting and

su鵠eSted mat relatively more a請ention shoJd be皿ocated to vision. We win use me ten

iwoluntaTy auention to refer attention in Posher et all

The aim of山s study was to dote-in° which a請ention process is involved in me visud

do山nance･ We used me bimodal reaction task Vim an accessory signd as Momel (1968).

The subjects were reqJred to respond to eimer a light or tone. me omer sdmJus was

presented together as an accessory slg-I Since Ale auditory an,d visual modalities diHer in

reaction latency, simple RTs to a tone, i･e･, auditory-only RTs, are faster than that to a light

(Woodworth a Scholosberg, 1965) I If Ale inclusion of a light or tone as an accessory signal

has no eHect, or a similar eHect, on the auditory and visual responses respectively. We would

expect the auditory RTs in this experiment to be faster than the visual ones･ However, if an

iwoluntaγ attention to vision occus, even when the subject attends to the tone, dlen Visual

info-ation processmg interferes the response to the tone, and the auditory RTs will not he

ぬster than the visud RTs.

METHODS

SubjecLs･･ The subjects were 20 undergraduate and graduate students, all were naive to this

experiment, and had no-al visual acuity with no known deficits･ They were divided into two

訂OupS Of nine･ One group was mn under a ``visual response condidon''md m0mer伊Oup

-der an "auditoIY response COndition''･ The data of one mde in he visual response

condition and one female in the auditory response condition had to be discarded because of an

excessively long response time･

Apparalus･･ The tasks were conducted in a dindy lit and shielded room･ Each subject wa'S

seated facing a box to which a patch was attached for light presentation･ The visual stimulus

(light) was projected onto the inner side of Ale Patch which was 50 cm distant hom the S's

eyes and subtended a visud angle of O･7 deg･ The brightness of me light was 50 cdlm2･

When he light was o増山s patch's circle sewed as a徹ation point Since it let he light of the

room into the box･ The auditory stimulus was a 4000 Hz tone presented binaually via

headphones.

Procedure･･ After allowmg a moderate time for adaptlng tO the darkness, each subject was

asked to matched he tone to me light which hey perceived to be of eqJvalent intensity by he

mehod of limits･ Stevens -d M虹ks (1965) showed mat cross-moddity matching between

he bhghmess of l軸t -d me loudness of a tone is possible･ me light and tone were

presented simultaneously for 1 see and the subjects were asked to compare the loudness of the

tone読m me brightness of me light･ Six equivdent intensities were obtained by thee
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ascending and血ee descending sehes･ The average of mese six was he intenslty used in me

subsequent reaction task･

In he visud response condition, me S'S task was to respond as quicHy as possible to a

light by depresslng a key･ There were dliny-nine trials in a session: in meen of dleSe trials a

tone was presented aHer the light at stimLJus onset asynchronies (SOAs) of 25, 50, and 100

msec. In anoher鮒een thds a tone was presented be仕鵬me light at SOAs of 25, 50, 100

msec･ In flVe Of the trials, the tone and light were presented simultaneously･ There were r.ve

presentations of each of me seven paired hals･ In he remaining two dds･ he light was

presented done･ In two out of心血y-nine dds, me tone stimJus was presented done, and to

山s event, he Subject was insmcted to wimhold motor response･皿of he廿ials were glVen

at random order.

The auditory response condition required Ale Subject to respond only to trials containlng a

tone sdmJus and wit皿old response to he light when it occuned done･ The e沖ehmental

sequencing Was identicd to he visud response condition deschbed above･

Before `perfomlng the task, the subjects were told to which stimulus they should respond･

Each subject repeated me session 5 times･

Light md tone onsets were con廿olled by a microcomputer･ and reaction times were

measued to the milliseconds･ In every session, the verbal instmction was followed by an

auditory w-lng Click that preceded the response stimulus by 1 to 2 see randomiZed with a

mean 1.5 see. The interdial interval was randomized with a mean of 6 see and a range of 5

to7sec.

The stimJus was presented fらr a maxim- of 1 see, uJess te-inated by me keypress･

when no reaction was glVen for 1 see or the reaction was glVen Widlin 50 msec aHer the

stimJus onset, hat廿id was disc紺ded as m enOr and anomer new dd was added･

RESULTS

Reaction times･･ Figue 1 shows the mean RTs for each of the Eve sessions･ Reaction time

is Flo備ed as a請nction of stimJus onset asynchony･ As can be seen in hi誼gⅢe･ Visud RTs

were faster than auditory RTs for the earlier sessions･ However, With repetition of the tasks

there was a sm, and auditory RTs became almost as fast as visual RTs･ A three-way a-lysis

of vahmCe(2 moddities x 5 sessions x 8 5timJus presentadon condidons) was p6品-ed

on Ale mean RTs. There was signiHcant interaction between modality and session l F(4,64)

- 7.23, p<.005]･ The interacdon bf moddity Vim stimJus onset asynchony was dso

signincant l F(7,112) - 2･00, p< ･10]･ No other eHects were close to being signirlCant･

Errom･･ There were thirty-flVe errors in Ale Visual response condition including seventeen

emors h which he subiects鮒Sely responded to he tone by pressing he key･ However,

nheteen of he totd eHors resJtedをom he same subject. On he oher h-d, 血ore were

mineen enors in he auditory response condition including twelve鮒se responses to he light･

No slgniHcant bias were round between the two conditions･ so no analysis was conducted･
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DISCUSSION

The auditory RTs were slower than the visual RTs in the earlier sessions and the difference

in RT between the visual and the auditory stimulus decreased substantially over the copse of

five sessions. RTs were faster when the accessory s.gnal preceded the main signal and the RT

d鵬rence caused by he inclusion of an auditory accessory si伊Id was繍eater 血an hat caused

by he inclusion of a visual accessory slgnal･一

As described in the introduction, simple auditory RT is in general faster than simple visual

RT (Woodwo血& Scmosberg, 1965) even when using stim山equated subjectively in s廿engh

(colavita, 1974; Egeth a Sager, 1977･, Takahashi a Maruyama,1992) I Thus, if the accessory

slgnals had no eHect. or a similar effect, on the responses･ dlen the auditory RTs in dlis

experiment would be faster than visual ones･ However･ the auditory RTs were slower than or

similar to the visual ones. This result indicates that the visual and auditory accessory slgnals

have an asymmetric effect: the visual accessory signal interferes more with dle auditory

reSpOnSe･ー

on the other hand, when the response stimulus was presented alone, the response was

slower dlan aH of the paired trials･ In addition, RTs were faster when the accessory slgnal

preceded the response stimulus･ These results suggest that the accessory signal facilitates Ale

response to some extent･

[t follows h･om these facts that in the auditory response condition, even if the subjects

attend to the auditory stimulus, visual info-ation processlng OCCurS during the task･ And･

although Ale Visual accessory slgnal facilitates the auditory response in each trial･ visual

infomation processmg generally interferes with auditory info-ation processlng･

mese res山s suppon he explanation hat connectlng Wih me context of a的ntion meory･

an involuntary attention to vision is involved in the visual dominance; even when the subject

responded only to the tone, involuntary visual info-ation processlng OCCurred･ Thus･ as the

subjects divide their attention to more modalities, involuntary visual info-ation process.ng win

tend to occur and vision wo血d dominate audition･ From ou experiment we conclude hat,

for multimodal event detection, involuntary attention is involved in visual dominance･

Morrel (1968) and Posher, Nissen, and Klein (1976) also examined Ale accessory Signal

e胱ct in bimodal reaction tasks, however, he resJts hey obtained were co両軸γ tO me present

results･ That is, auditory RTs were faster dlan the visual RTs and the auditory accessory signal

was more e範ctive hm he visud accessory ln reducing reaction time･ The RTs obtained in

ou experiment seem to ehibit a similar tendency as the tasks were repeated･ Thus･ the

number o, task trials might cause this inconsistency in results･ In fact. Morrel (1968) gave

288 response dais to a subject, which suppo鷹山S紬糾ment･ The involunt糾Y Visual

processing Involved in visud dohnmce might be speci債c to naive subjects･ me visud

dominance in bimodd order judgment has been obseⅣed in almost州naive subjects

(colavita言974; Egem 皮 Sager言977; Tak血ashi & Mamyama,1992)i It wo血d be of

interest to see he e胱ct of naivete on he visud dominance.

How does this change oc- when repeatlng the task? Although the answer for this is not

known at present. one explanation might be as fouows: Compared to the simple reaction task･
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the task of this smdy had more uncenainty言･e･, he subjects did not know which of the

stimJus would appear血st･ Also, the subject had to choose the response, hat is, key-press

for the response stimulus and no-action for the accessory signal･ Thus the task might force the

subjects into a more complicated reaction･ As he subjects repeated me task, hey might

obtain more knowledge of me stim山s and practice in me response･ The decrease in

-cenalnty might acco-t fらr change in RTs･
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